Abstract-In machine learning based clinical decision support (CDS) systems the features used to train prediction models are of paramount importance. Strong features will lead to accurate models, whereas as weak features will have the opposite effect. Feature sets can either be designed by domain experts, or automatically extracted for unstructured data that happens to be available from some process other than a CDS system. This paper compares the usefulness of structured expert-designed features to features extracted from unstructured data sources in an oncological survival prediction application scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION Clinical decision support (CDS) systems
are a particularly promising real-life application of machine learning techniques. Good CDS systems need to strike a delicate balance between giving medical practitioners confidence in system reliability and taking advantage of the kind of insight that the automated analysis of large multivariate data sources can allow -insight that is not available to typical medical practitioners.
One of the ways in which medical practitioners can be given more confidence in CDS systems is to involve them closely in their design. For predictive machine learning systems the design of input feature sets is one of the key influences that practitioners can exact on system design. Often, however, in certain application domains there is an opportunity to access further secondary unstructured data with which to augment these hand-crafted feature sets with the expectation that this secondary data may enhance the predictive power of resulting models. This, unfortunately, is done at the risk of actually damaging the predictive power of the resulting models [2] and so we must ask whether unstructured secondary data is worth including in predictive models or whether it is better to focus on well understood features designed by experts?
This paper examines this question. Using an oncological survival prediction problem we compare the performance of survival prediction models built using a set of features designed by expert oncologists with the performance of prediction models built using these designed features augmented with features automatically extracted from secondary unstructured data sources relating to the same patients. The data in question is in the form of discharge reports collected over a ten year period in a real oncology clinic.
The paper continues with a review of medical CDS systems before discussing in detail the experiments performed. After presenting the results of these experiments we conclude with a discussion of the implications of these results.
II. BACKGROUND
The potential of computer science to play a useful role in clinical decision support (CDS) has been recognised since the early 1960s [3] . Many of the early CDS systems were built using handcrafted rules elicited from medical practitioners; the parade example of this type of work being the MYCIN system for diagnosis of blood infections [4] . Although this hand-crafted approach has had success these systems suffered from the fact that they required large time inputs from medical experts. However, at the same time as these systems were being developed work also began on machine learning based approaches to CDS system development.
Machine learning systems are developed by automatically deriving predictive classification models from large data sets. As such they are well suited to the development of medical predictive classification models as medical datasets recording patient symptoms and correct diagnoses are a byproduct of standard hospital recording procedures. One of the earliest systems to use an automatically derived model was the Leeds Abdominal Pain System [5] . This systems used Bayesian probability theory and a large patient dataset to derive a model that could calculate the probability of seven possible causes of acute abdominal pain. Building on this early success a strong tradition of probability based CDS systems has developed, for examples see: [6] , [7] , [8] .
With the maturation of other machine learning techniques, such as decision tree induction [9] and back propogation neural net training [10] , the range of machine learning approaches applied to the development of CDS systems broadened -for example neural net based approaches (e.g., [11] , [12] , [13] ) and decision tree based approaches (e.g., [14] , [15] ).
However, no matter which machine learning algorithm is applied a crucial issue is the design of the feature set used for training the model. Including all possible information can result in the algorithm overfitting the data with a concomitant reduction in the generalizability of the resulting model [2] .
Conversely, excluding features from the data set may deprive the algorithm of information that it could use to increase the predictive power of models that are built. Furthermore, the question of whether to use only structured data specifically designed for training a CDS system, or to use all available data (for example unstructured free-text fields) is important. The focus of this paper is an investigation of the use of such secondary unstructured data in a survival prediction problem for oncology patients.
III. EXPERIMENTS
To investigate the usefulness of different kinds of feature sets in building survival prediction models we performed a series of experiments on an oncological problem. This section will describe, in detail, the nature of these experiments beginning with a description of the dataset used and how this data was manipulated; then covering the experimental methodology used before presenting the results of the experiments.
A. Datasets
All of the experiments described in this paper use a dataset from the Urology Department of the Republican Clinical Oncologic Dispensary in Kazan in the Russian Federation. This dataset contains discharge reports for patients diagnosed with kidney cancer that were treated in the clinic between 2000 and 2010. The overall dataset contains 843 fully anonymised records.
Each discharge report contains 25 structured data points describing the state of a patient's health; the results of medical tests and other analyses; the history of a patient's contacts with the clinic; whether or not the patient survived their cancer; and information on the treatment of the patient. Information is presented in the form of numeric values (e.g. patient age), categorical values (e.g. operation type) and three freetext fields that describe (1) a patient's medical history, (2) a description of any surgical treatments carried out and (3) a description of any diagnostics carried out. These free-text fields were present on the form used by oncologists to make reports, and they were free to make whatever entries they chose. Many oncologists choose not to use these fields, while others use them frequently. Similarly, the length of the texts entered by oncologists vary from just a few words, to indepth descriptions made up of hundreds of words. Regardless of their length the texts, which are in the Russian language, typically contain various abbreviations, medical terminology and differing typography. Some examples of free-text entries made by oncologists are shown in Figure 1 .
B. Data Preparation
Using the raw dataset three derived target variable were generated indicating whether or not a patient had survived 1, 3 and 5 years after treatment respectively. So that prediction modules could be developed for each of these targets the full dataset was divided into three subsets in which the total time that a patient had been under observation by the clinic exceeded the survival time being predicted. The sizes of these Table I .
In order to fully explore the potential contribution that the free-text fields could make to prediction model building, two approaches were taken to extracting meaningful data from them: (1) automated extraction and (2) manual extraction. In the automated extraction approach a bag-of-words feature extraction (in which a document is represented as a vector of the words it contains from a possible vocabulary) was used. Simple whitespace tokenisation was used and feature reduction was achieved by removing terms that appeared in only 3 or fewer documents. Stop word removal, using a Russian stop word list, was also used. This approach resulted in different numbers of features for each of the three datasets, as shown in Table I .
The second feature extraction approach used was to manually extract medically interesting features from the free-text fields. The features extracted and their levels were:
• disease relapse -boolean • presence of metastasis 1 -boolean
• presence of metastasis to an adrenal gland -boolean • presence of metastasis to bones -boolean • the size of a tumor -numeric • presence of thrombi 2 -boolean Using a set of instructions given by an oncologist, student volunteers were used to extract these features if present within any of the free-text fields in the dataset. In cases where the text fields were empty, or where no reference was made to the particular feature a default of false for boolean values and 0 for numeric values was used.
C. Experiment Methodology
Th purpose of the experiments undertaken was to compare the performance of classifiers built using different combina-1 metastasis refers to the spread of cancer cells from the initial or primary site of the disease to another part of the body 2 thrombi are clots in blood vessels tions of features. The combinations considered were:
1) The designed feature set only 2) The features automatically extracted from the text fields only 3) The features manually extracted from the text fields only 4) The designed feature set plus the features automatically extracted from the text fields 5) The designed feature set plus the features manually extracted from the text fields After some initial experimentation with different classification algorithms three approaches were considered for the presentation of results: (1) the naive Bayes classifier [16] , the Voting Feature Intervals (VFI) [17] classifier and the J48 Decision Tree classifier [18] . These classification approaches were chosen because the naive Bayes and decision tree classifers are widely used in CDS systems and the VFI clasisifer achieved particularly good preformenace on the tasks being investigated. Implementations of these classification approaches from the Weka platform [19] were used in all experiments. For each of the three classification problems outlined in Section III-B a 10-fold cross validation experiment was performed for each of the 5 feature combinations described above.
D. Results
The results from the different 10-fold cross validation experiments are shown in Tables II -IV. In these tables we present overall classification accuracy, the accuracies achieved on each of the two classes (survived and died) and the average class accuracy -a more informative measure than overall classification accuracy for datasets in which the class distribution is imbalanced. For each dataset and classifier type the best average class accuracy achieved is highlighted in bold.
The first point to note about these results is that in general the prediction accuracies of the system are not especially high. This is not unexpected as this sort of classification problem is particularly difficult and mid-range accuracies are commonthis is one of the reasons why these sort of systems are only used as decision support tools and final decisions are left to a human expert.
There is also a considerable amount of variation in the performance of the different classification algorithms. It was not possible to build a decision tree classifier using the three datasets that performed well. As is particularly evident from the Died Class Accuracy scores in Tables II and IV the decision tree models built simply could not distinguish between the two classes. The VFI classifier, on the other hand was the best predictive model we could create and outperformed the other two classification approaches in almost all cases.
It is worth noting that the models built using only the features extracted from the free-text fields (both manually and automatically extracted) do not perform well. This suggests that the although there is enough information in these feature sets to inform a prediction, the predictive power of these sets alone is not especially high. Similarly, as the time horizon for which survival prediction is being performed is increased, the accuracy of predictions decreases. Again this is not unexpected as the underlying classification problem becomes more difficult as the time horizon is stretched further into the future.
Finally, in all but three cases (the prediction for survival after 1 year using a naive Bayes classifier and the predictions for survival after 1 and 5 years using a decision tree classifier), the addition of features from the free-text fields has a negative impact on classification accuracy. The times wher this is not the case are when the underlying models themselves are performing poorly. This result addresses the question that is at the core of this paper. In this application scenario there appears to be no benefit in adding extra unstructured information to the structured feature set designed by expert oncologists.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The purpose of this paper is to examine the usefulness of secondary free-text data as well as structured, expert-designed features in building models for an oncological survival prediction problem. Typically, survival prediction models use handdesigned feature sets that are the result of input from domain experts, in this case oncologists. While it intuitively makes sense that hand-designed feature sets would lead to good prediction models, and the involvement of domain experts in the design and development of decision support systems is useful in instilling confidence in domain experts in the potential of CDS systems, there is often an opportunity to add extra predictive power to systems by adding model features that may not be obvious to domain experts. These features can often be mined from secondary sources not directly designed for the task.
In the scenario considered in this paper oncologists had the opportunity to add free-text descriptions to the structured data collected in patient discharge reports designed to be used for survival prediction in an oncology clinic. The question asked in the experimental section of this paper is whether or not features extracted from these free-text fields could be useful in developing more predictive models than those built simply using the feature set hand-designed by the collaborating oncologists. Interestingly, in this case, it appears that this extra information is not useful for building prediction models. Performance better than that achieved using the designed set of features could not be achieved with either extra features manually extracted from the free-text fields in the discharge reports, or from sets of features automatically extracted from the free-text fields. While this is only a small initial experiment on a single application scenario it is indicative of the power of including domain experts in-the-loop when developing decision support systems, and reinforces the fact that the design of feature sets is a particularly useful phase in which to solicit expert involvement. To continue this work in the future we intend to perform larger studies using more datasets with similar characteristics to the data used in the experiments described in this paper. We also intend to investigate the use of interactive data understanding tools, such as those described in [20] , to aid domain experts in the design of useful features. 
